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SUBSTANTIVE RULES. CHAPTER 26. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
 

The Public Utility Commission of Texas (commission) adopts new §26.311, relating to Information 

Relating to Operator Services; §26.313, relating to General Requirements Relating to Operator 

Services; §26.315, relating to Requirements for Dominant Certificated Telecommunications Utilities 

(DCTUs); §26.317, relating to Information to be Provided at the Telephone Set; §26.319, relating to 

Access to the Operator of a Local Exchange Company (LEC); and §26.321, relating to 9-1-1 Calls, 

"0-" Calls, and End User Choice, with changes to the proposed text as published in the September 24, 

1999, Texas Register (24 TexReg 8024). The new sections will replace §23.55 of this title (relating to 

Operator Services), which is being repealed simultaneously with the adoption of these sections. These 

sections are adopted under Project Number 17709. 

The Appropriations Act of 1997, HB 1, Article IX, Section 167 (Section 167), required that each state 

agency review and consider for readoption each rule adopted by that agency pursuant to the 

Government Code, Chapter 2001 (Administrative Procedure Act). Such reviews shall include, at a 

minimum, an assessment by the agency as to whether the reason for adopting or readopting the rule 

continues to exist. The commission held three workshops to conduct a preliminary review of its rules. 

As a result of these workshops, the commission is reorganizing its current substantive rules located in 16 

Texas Administrative Code (TAC), Chapter 23, to (1) satisfy the requirements of Section 167; (2) 

repeal rules no longer needed; (3) update existing rules to reflect changes in the industries regulated by 

the commission; (4) do clean-up amendments made necessary by changes in law and commission 
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organizational structure and practices; (5) reorganize rules into new chapters to facilitate future 

amendments and provide room for expansion; and (6) reorganize the rules according to the industry to 

which they apply. Chapter 26 has been established for all commission substantive rules applicable to 

telecommunications service providers. 

The commission received comments on the proposed rules from Southwestern Bell Telephone 

Company (SWBT) and AT&T Communications of the Southwest, Inc. (AT&T). 

SWBT recommended that the rules not be adopted, and instead be rewritten to be "consistent with the 

Commission's new broader authority over non-dominant telecommunications utilities and the 

Commission's obligation to establish rules for customer service and protection." Specifically, SWBT 

objected to the application of certain provisions in the rules to dominant certificated telecommunications 

utilities (DCTUs) only, rather than to all certificated telecommunications utilities (CTUs). According to 

SWBT, the 1999 addition to the Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURA) of Chapter 64, Customer 

Protection, eliminated the legal basis for limiting those provisions to DCTUs. SWBT contended that the 

following PURA sections in particular support its conclusion: §64.002(3), which defines a CTU; 

§64.003(c) and §64.052(3), which require the commission to establish rules for customer service and 

protection; and §64.004(a), which extends protection to all buyers of telecommunications services. In 

addition, SWBT asserted that continuing to limit the rules' applicability to DCTUs is anti-competitive, 

and that "no reasoned justification has been established" to continue this discriminatory treatment. 
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In response to SWBT's comments, AT&T maintained that the proposed rules are in fact applicable to 

all operator service providers (OSPs), including non-dominant carriers. AT&T argued that the 

references in some provisions to DCTUs, concerning the relationship between the OSP and the DCTU 

(as in §26.315) or situations in which the OSP services are split (as in §26.317(b)), appropriately 

address the relationship between the carriers and prevent a DCTU from using its market power to the 

disadvantage of the OSP. AT&T asserted that SWBT has not shown how these references, which 

originally had been necessary to cover all OSPs (as PURA §55.082 exempted dominant carriers from 

most of PURA's OSP provisions), unfairly discriminated against DCTUs. AT&T concluded that there 

is no evidence that the Legislature intended for the commission to alter the manner in which it regulates 

OSPs, and that the statutory changes cited by SWBT did not eliminate the distinctions between the 

commission's broader statutory authority over "public utilities," such as DCTUs, and its more limited 

authority over non-dominant carriers. 

SWBT filed reply comments that contended that AT&T had mischaracterized the new Chapter 64 

provisions of PURA. After citing the provisions noted in its original comments, SWBT observed 

additionally that §64.051 and §64.052 direct the commission to adopt rules relating to certification, 

registration, and reporting requirements for all CTUs; that the scope of these rules includes customer 

service and protection; and that the commission may suspend or revoke a certificate or registration for a 

company's repeated violation of Chapter 64 or commission rules. Finally, SWBT noted that the 

definition of a "telecommunications utility" in PURA §64.002(6) is the same as the definition for 

"telecommunications utility" in §51.002, which encompasses OSPs and interexchange carriers. 
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The commission declines to follow SWBT's recommendation to withdraw the proposed rules and 

rewrite them so as to eliminate all references to DCTUs, in favor of references to all CTUs. The 

commission makes this decision in part because it has an interest in not delaying the replacement of the 

old operator service rule, §23.55, with the new rules in Chapter 26, in which all telecommunications-

related substantive rules are to be located. To make the changes SWBT recommends would indeed 

require that a new version be published for comment, because the altered provisions would affect 

parties not previously put on notice that such changes were contemplated. It is also not clear that 

merely replacing the references to "DCTUs" with "CTUs" would be appropriate; certainly some 

discussion would be needed regarding exactly what form any modification to these provisions should 

take. Moreover, the commission is not convinced that such a modification should be made at all, 

primarily because the important customer-protection provisions in the proposed rules already apply to 

all OSPs (as AT&T stated), not just to DCTUs. Nevertheless, the commission is open to considering 

such a modification in a future rulemaking proceeding. 

The commission does agree to make the minor change to §26.317(a)(6) recommended by AT&T, in 

order to prevent OSPs from having to print new notices merely to replace the term "local exchange 

carrier operator" with "local exchange company operator." Consequently, the commission adds the 

following language to the end of §26.317(a)(6): The notice required by this paragraph may use the term 

"local exchange carrier operator" in place of the term "local exchange company operator." 
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Finally, to more closely track the language in PURA §55.084(a), the commission replaces the phrase 

"telephones which are available for public use," used frequently in the proposed rules, with the phrase 

"telephones that are intended for public use." 

The commission had requested specific comments on the Section 167 requirement as to whether the 

reasons for adopting or readopting the rule continue to exist. The commission finds that the reasons for 

adopting the rules regarding operator services continue to exist. 

All comments, including any not specifically referenced herein, were fully considered by the commission. 

In adopting this section, the commission makes other minor modifications for the purpose of clarifying its 

intent (i.e., certain numerical corrections, such as changing references from §23.315(c) to §26.315(c)). 

These new sections are adopted under the Public Utility Regulatory Act, Texas Utilities Code 

Annotated §14.002 (Vernon 1998) (PURA), which provides the commission with the authority to make 

and enforce rules reasonably required in the exercise of its powers and jurisdiction; and specifically 

PURA §§55.081 - 55.089, which grant the commission authority to adopt rules that regulate operator 

service providers. 

Cross Reference to Statutes: Public Utility Regulatory Act §§14.002 and 55.081-55.089. 
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SUBCHAPTER M. OPERATOR SERVICES. 

§26.311. Information Relating to Operator Services. 

(a)	 Purpose.  The provisions of this subchapter are intended to ensure that competitive operator 

services are provided in a fair and reasonable manner and to maximize consumer choice by 

ensuring that consumers have access to their carriers of choice when using telephones intended 

for use by the public. 

(b)	 Definition.  The term "rate information," when used in this subchapter, shall mean all charges 

ultimately charged to the end user by the operator service provider (OSP), including any 

surcharges, fees, and any other form of compensation charged by the OSP on behalf of the call 

aggregator. 

(c)	 Complaints Relating to Operator Services. 

(1)	 The OSP shall have a toll-free telephone number that callers may use, during normal 

business hours, to voice complaints and make inquiries. After normal business hours, 

the OSP shall have an answering machine/mechanism to receive complaints. 

(2)	 Section 26.30 of this title (relating to Complaints) shall apply to all complaints under this 

subchapter. 
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(3)	 The commission may formally investigate any complaint against any OSP, interexchange 

carrier or dominant certificated telecommunications utility alleged to have violated the 

provisions of this subchapter. The company shall be given an opportunity to informally 

resolve any complaint involving violation of these rules. If no resolution is achieved 

informally, the commission may formally investigate the complaint upon its own motion 

or upon request of the original complainant. 

(d)	 Enforcement.  Upon proper notice, evidentiary hearing, and determination that a violation has 

occurred or is about to occur, the commission may take action to stop, correct or prevent the 

violation. Any OSP found to be in violation of provisions of this subchapter is subject to 

administrative penalties, civil penalties, and injunctive relief pursuant to the Public Utility 

Regulatory Act §§15.023, 15.028, and 15.021. 

§26.313. General Requirements Relating to Operator Services. 

(a)	 Requirements to provide operator service. 

(1)	 An operator service provider (OSP) that provides end user operator services for a call 

aggregator through a telephone that is intended for public use must do so pursuant to a 

contract with the call aggregator, as a presubscribed interexchange carrier, or, in the 
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case of a dominant certificated telecommunications utility (DCTU), pursuant to a tariff 

approved by the commission. 

(2)	 Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection, an OSP that owns 

or otherwise controls telephones that are intended for public use shall for those 

telephones comply with all provisions of this subchapter otherwise required to be 

included in contracts between OSPs and call aggregators, without the necessity of a 

contract. 

(3)	 Where a different OSP is presubscribed for operator services at pay telephones owned 

by a DCTU, the DCTU shall for those telephones comply with all provisions of this 

subchapter otherwise required to be included in contracts between OSPs and call 

aggregators. 

(4)	 If a DCTU or presubscribed interexchange carrier provides operator services through 

telephones that are intended for public use, other than those telephones subject to 

paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection, and pays fees or other forms of compensation 

to a call aggregator, the DCTU or presubscribed interexchange carrier shall do so 

pursuant to a contract with the call aggregator. 

(b)	 Requirements before call is completed.  The provider of operator services shall: 

(1)	 audibly and distinctly identify itself to the customer upon answering calls; 

(2)	 audibly and distinctly identify itself to the billed party if the billed party is different from 

the caller; 
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(3)	 quote rate information at the caller's request, without charge, 24 hours a day, seven 

days a week; and 

(4)	 permit the caller to terminate the call at no charge prior to completion of the call by the 

OSP. 

(c)	 Requirements for uncompleted call.  There shall be no charge to the caller for any 

uncompleted call. 

(1)	 No OSP shall knowingly bill for uncompleted calls. 

(2)	 If the OSP cannot determine with certainty that a call was completed, it shall provide a 

full credit for any call of one minute or less upon being informed by a customer that the 

call was not completed. 

(3)	 An uncompleted call includes, but shall not be limited to: 

(A)	 calls terminating to an intercept recording, line intercept operator, or a busy 

tone; or 

(B)	 calls that are not answered. 

(4)	 An uncompleted call does not include calls using busy line interrupt, line status 

verification, or directory assistance services. 

(d)	 Requirement to provide access to a live operator. 

(1)	 Each telecommunications utility that provides operator services shall ensure that a caller 

may access a live operator at the beginning of all automated operator-assisted calls 
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through a method designed to be easily and clearly understandable and accessible to the 

caller. This requirement applies only to "0-" calls where the caller reaches an automated 

operator. Within 30 days of initially providing operator services each such 

telecommunications utility shall file in the Central Records Office of the commission, for 

review, a document describing the method by which the utility is providing access to a 

live operator, as provided by the Public Utility Regulatory Act §55.088. 

(2)	 This subsection applies regardless of the method by which the telecommunications utility 

provides the operator service. 

(3)	 The requirements of this subsection shall not apply to telephones located in confinement 

facilities. 

(e)	 Call splashing.  Call splashing is call transferring (whether caller requested or OSP initiated) 

that results in a call being rated and/or billed from a point different from that where the call 

originated. Call splashing shall not be allowed unless a waiver of the access requirements in 

§26.319(1)(A) of this title (relating to Access to the Operator of a Local Exchange Company 

(LEC)) has been granted pursuant to §26.319(3) of this title and unless: 

(1)	 the originating OSP first clearly and explicitly notifies the caller that the call will be 

splashed and may result in rating and/or billing of the call from a point different from that 

where the call originated; and 

(2)	 the originating OSP allows the caller to abort the call without charge after notification 

that the call will be splashed. 
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(f)	 Other requirements. 

(1)	 OSPs that are not DCTUs are subject to the requirements contained in the Public Utility 

Regulatory Act and the commission's substantive rules for nondominant 

telecommunications utilities. 

(2)	 If an OSP provides a local exchange company with information regarding end-user 

access to the OCP, the OSP must provide a single access code; must detail, by NPA

NXX, where the access code can be used to access the OSP; and must provide the 

local exchange company with appropriate instructions for use of the access code. The 

OSP is responsible for ensuring that the access code specified is available for each 

NPA-NXX listed and for updating the information. 

§26.315.	 Requirements for Dominant Certificated Telecommunications Utilities 

(DCTUs). 

(a)	 Each DCTU shall make validation information (e.g., DCTU calling card numbers, whether an 

access line is equipped with billed number screening, or whether an access line is a pay 

telephone) available to any interexchange carrier requesting it on the same prices, terms, and 

conditions that the DCTU provides the service to any other interexchange carrier. The DCTU 

may comply with the requirements of this paragraph by providing its own database, making 
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arrangements with another DCTU to provide the information, or making arrangements with a 

third-party vendor. 

(b)	 Each DCTU shall offer billing and collection services to any interexchange carrier requesting it 

on the same prices, terms, and conditions that the DCTU provides the services to any other 

interexchange carrier. If validation information is available for calls that the interexchange carrier 

(or a third-party billing and collection agent operating on behalf of the interexchange carrier) will 

bill through the DCTU, the interexchange carrier is required to validate the call and is allowed to 

submit the call for billing only if the call was validated. 

(c)	 If a DCTU receives a request from a caller to access another carrier, the DCTU shall, using the 

same prices, terms, and conditions for all carriers, either: 

(1)	 transfer the caller to the caller's carrier of choice if facilities that allow such transfer are 

available and if such transfer is otherwise allowed by law; or 

(2)	 instruct the caller how to access the caller's carrier of choice if that carrier has provided 

the DCTU with the information referred to in §26.319(2) of this title (relating to Access 

to the Operator of a Local Exchange Company (LEC)). 

§26.317. Information to be Provided at the Telephone Set. 
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(a)	 A contract between an operator service provider (OSP) and a call aggregator for the provision 

of operator services through telephones that are intended for public use shall require the call 

aggregator to attach to each telephone set that has access to the operator service and that is 

intended for public use, a card furnished by the OSP that provides: 

(1)	 the name of the OSP; 

(2)	 instructions for accessing the OSP, with a statement that the OSP will quote rate 

information upon request at no charge to the caller, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 

or a statement that instructions for obtaining rate information are available at a 

designated toll-free telephone number, 24 hours a day, seven days a week; 

(3)	 instructions for accessing the operator of a local exchange company that meets the 

requirements of §26.315(c) of this title (relating to Requirements for Dominant 

Certificated Telecommunications Utilities (DCTUs)), or a statement that instructions for 

accessing such local exchange company operator are available at a designated toll-free 

telephone number, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, except local exchange 

companies meeting the requirements of §26.315(c) of this title are exempt from this 

paragraph if the local exchange company is the OSP for which instructions are posted 

pursuant to paragraph (2) of this subsection; 

(4)	 instructions for registering a complaint about the service at a designated toll-free 

telephone number; 

(5)	 instructions in English and Spanish for accessing emergency service; and 
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(6)	 a notice that states, "You may use another long distance carrier.  Follow your carrier's 

instructions, or contact the local exchange company operator for assistance." or, in the 

case of telephones that directly route "0-" calls to the local exchange company operator, 

a notice that states, "You may use another long distance carrier. Follow your carrier's 

instructions, or dial "0" for assistance." (The local exchange company referred to in this 

paragraph must serve the area and meet the requirements of §26.315(c) of this title.) 

The notice required by this paragraph may use the term "local exchange carrier 

operator" in place of the term "local exchange company operator." 

(b)	 Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, in the case of pay telephones owned by the 

DCTU, where the DCTU is the OSP for intraLATA operator service and another carrier is the 

OSP for interLATA operator service, the interLATA OSP shall inform the DCTU of the 

appropriate information to be posted, and the DCTU shall post the information required by 

subsection (a)(1), (2) and (4) of this section for the interLATA OSP. In addition, the DCTU 

shall post the information required by subsection (a)(5) and (6) of this section. After initial 

information cards are posted, DCTUs may file tariffs to recover from the OSPs presubscribed 

to pay telephones owned by the DCTUs the incremental cost for maintaining updated 

information cards plus a reasonable contribution. 

(c) The commission may approve applications for modification of the requirements contained in this 

section upon showing of good cause. Applications for modification may be filed by the call 
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aggregator or by the OSP. The commission shall process applications for modification using the 

following criteria and procedures: 

(1)	 Each application for modification shall contain a certificate of service attesting that a 

copy of the request has been served upon the Office of Public Utility Counsel. 

(2)	 Each application for modification shall clearly set forth the good cause for approval of 

the modification. 

(3)	 Each application for modification shall initially be assigned a project control number, 

assigned to a presiding officer, and reviewed administratively. 

(A)	 No later than 30 days after the filing date of the application, interested persons 

other than the commission staff and the Office of Public Utility Counsel may file 

written comments or recommendations concerning the application. No later 

than 60 days after the filing of the application, the commission staff shall, and the 

Office of Public Utility Counsel may, file written comments or recommendations 

concerning the application. 

(B)	 Within 90 days of filing, after administrative review, the presiding officer shall 

approve, deny, or docket the application. The presiding officer may postpone a 

decision on the application beyond the 90th day after filing if he or she finds that 

additional information is needed. 

(4)	 Any participating party may request, within ten days of the presiding officer's order 

approving or denying the application, that the application be docketed, and upon such 

request, the application shall be docketed. 
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(5)	 If the presiding officer either approves or denies the application for modification and no 

participating party has requested that the application be docketed, a copy of the 

presiding officer's ruling shall be provided to the commission. The commission may, 

within 40 days of the presiding officer's ruling, overrule the approval or denial and order 

that the application for modification be docketed. 

(d)	 The requirements of this section shall not apply to telephones located in confinement facilities. 

§26.319. Access to the Operator of a Local Exchange Company (LEC). 

A contract between an operator service provider (OSP) and a call aggregator for the provision 

of operator services through telephones that are intended for public use shall require that the call 

aggregator allow access to the operator of a local exchange company that meets the 

requirements enumerated in §26.315(c) of this title (relating to Requirements for Dominant 

Certificated Telecommunications Utilities (DCTUs)) and serves the area from which the call is 

made, and to other telecommunications utilities unless otherwise provided in paragraph (3) of 

this section. 

(1)	 The access required by this subsection shall be provided subject to the conditions 

contained in subparagraphs (A) - (C) of this paragraph. 

(A) Access to such local exchange company operator shall be accomplished either: 
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(i)	 by directly routing all "0-" calls to the local exchange company operator, 

without charge to the caller; or 

(ii)	 by transfer or redirection of the call by the OSP, without charge to the 

caller, in accordance with the requirements of subclauses (I)-(III) of this 

clause: 

(I)	 the OSP shall transfer or redirect the call to such local exchange 

company operator serving the originating area; 

(II)	 the OSP shall transfer or redirect the call to such local exchange 

company operator in such a way that the local exchange 

company operator receives all signaling information (e.g., ANI 

and OLS) that would have been received by the local exchange 

operator if the call had been directly routed to the local 

exchange company; and 

(III)	 the OSP shall be in compliance with the requirements of 

§26.321 of this title (relating to 9-1-1 Calls, "0-" Calls, and End 

User Choice). 

(B)	 Access to interexchange carriers by "950-XXXX" and "1-800" numbers shall 

not be blocked. 

(C)	 Access to interexchange carriers by "1010XXX+0" (whether "1010XXX+0+" 

or "1010XXX+0-") dialing shall not be blocked if the end office serving the 

originating line has originating line screening capability. A nonpresubscribed 
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interexchange carrier shall not bill the call aggregator or the presubscribed 

interexchange carrier for local or toll messages originated at the call aggregator's 

facility by use of "1010XXX+0" (whether "1010XXX+0+" or "1010XXX+0-") 

dialing, or where the calls originated at the call aggregator's facility and 

otherwise reached an operator, if the call aggregator has subscribed to the 

necessary local exchange company-provided outgoing call screening or has 

otherwise provided the necessary call screening to ensure that appropriate 

originating line screening is transmitted with each call. 

(2)	 The local exchange company that provides local service to the call aggregator shall 

provide to the call aggregator, upon request, the names, with addresses or telephone 

numbers, of interexchange carriers that can be accessed by use of "1010XXX" dialing 

from the call aggregator's facilities. 

(3)	 Waivers to the access requirement may be granted by the commission to prevent 

fraudulent use of telephone services or for other good cause. An application under 

subparagraph (B) of this paragraph is not required for any generic waiver granted by 

subparagraph (A) of this paragraph. 

(A)	 The commission finds that the following generic waivers of the access 

requirement are required to prevent fraudulent use. 

(i)	 Access to interexchange carriers by "1010XXX+0" (whether 

"1010XXX+0+" or "1010XXX+0-") dialing may be blocked if the end 
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office serving the originating line does not have originating line screening 

capability. 

(ii)	 Access to interexchange carriers by "1010XXX+1" dialing may be 

blocked. 

(iii)	 Access to the local exchange carrier operator and to other 

telecommunications utilities from telephones located in confinement 

facilities may be blocked. 

(B)	 Applications for waiver of the requirement for access to the local exchange 

carrier operator or to other telecommunications utilities to prevent fraudulent use 

of telephone service or for other good cause may be filed by the call aggregator 

or the OSP. The commission shall process such applications for waiver using 

the following criteria and procedures: 

(i)	 Each application for waiver shall contain a certificate of service attesting 

that a copy of the application has been served upon the Office of Public 

Utility Counsel and affected telecommunications utilities, including those 

identified in paragraph (2) of this section and the local exchange 

companies serving the affected exchange. If the application for waiver 

pertains to technical limitations of certain equipment, the application for 

waiver shall contain a certificate of service attesting that a copy of the 

application has been served upon the Office of Public Utility Counsel 

and all telecommunications utilities registered with or certificated by the 
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commission. The certificate shall list the telecommunications utilities on 

which copies of the application were served. 

(ii)	 If the application for waiver pertains to technical limitations of certain 

equipment, the equipment shall be clearly identified in the application, 

including the manufacturer and the model. The application shall indicate 

the date of purchase of the equipment by the call aggregator, the extent 

to which equipment is available to allow the access requirements to be 

met, the associated costs, and the time requirements associated with 

equipment modifications. 

(iii)	 The access requirement shall be enforced while the application for 

waiver is pending. 

(iv)	 Each application for waiver shall initially be assigned a project control 

number, assigned to a presiding officer, and reviewed administratively. 

(I)	 No later than 30 days after the filing date of the application, 

interested persons other than the commission staff and the 

Office of Public Utility Counsel may file written comments or 

recommendations concerning the application. No later than 60 

days after the filing of the application, the commission staff shall, 

and the Office of Public Utility Counsel may, file written 

comments or recommendations concerning the application. 
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(II)	 Within 90 days of the filing, after administrative review, the 

presiding officer shall approve, deny, or docket the application. 

The presiding officer may postpone a decision on the 

application beyond the 90th day after filing if he or she finds that 

additional information is needed to determine whether good 

cause exists. 

(v)	 A participating party may request, within ten days of the presiding 

officer's ruling approving or denying the application, that the application 

be docketed, and upon such request, the application shall be docketed. 

(vi)	 If the presiding officer either approves or denies the application for 

waiver and no participating party has requested that the application be 

docketed, a copy of the presiding officer's ruling shall be provided to 

the commission. The commission may, within 40 days of the presiding 

officer's ruling, overrule the approval or denial and order that the 

request for waiver be docketed. 

§26.321. 9-1-1 calls, "0-" calls, and End User Choice. 

(a)	 A contract between an operator service provider (OSP) and a call aggregator for the provision 

of operator services through telephones that are intended for public use shall require the call 
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aggregator to allow 9-1-1 calls to be outpulsed directly to the public service answering point 

without requiring a coin or credit card. 

(b)	 Where end user choice, as defined in §26.5 of this title (relating to Definitions), is not available, 

a contract between an OSP and a call aggregator for the provision of operator services through 

telephones that are intended for public use shall require the call aggregator to allow "0-" calls 

and to directly, without charge to the calling party, route all "0-" calls to an OSP that provides 

access to emergency services that meet the technical standards set forth in paragraphs (1)-(6) of 

this subsection. The OSP shall: 

(1)	 identify the originating telephone number and the location of the originating telephone, 

except dominant certificated telecommunications utilities (DCTUs ) shall be allowed to 

identify the location using internal sources such as repair service or business office 

records if such internal sources are accessible to operators for emergency purposes 24 

hours a day; 

(2)	 have a complete and current list of all emergency service provider telephone numbers 

for each NPA-NXX served, including, but not limited to, police or sheriff, fire, and 

ambulance; 

(3)	 be available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, without requiring a coin or credit card; 

(4)	 promptly connect the appropriate emergency service provider; 

(5)	 stay on the line until such time as the operator determines that the caller has been 

connected to the proper emergency service provider; and 
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(6)	 require that the call aggregator make a test call when equipment providing access to the 

OSP is installed, serviced, or relocated and at least semi-annually from each originating 

telephone number subscribed to the OSP, in order to verify the originating telephone 

number and the location of the telephone, unless the OSP receives automatic number 

identification (ANI), as defined in §26.5 of this title (relating to Definitions) for that 

telephone number. 

(c)	 When and where available, use of end user choice is required. 

(d)	 The requirements of this section shall not apply to telephones located in confinement facilities. 

(e)	 Nothing in this section shall be deemed to require the initial routing of "0-" calls from pay 

telephones owned by a local exchange company that provides access to emergency service 

providers and that meets the requirements enumerated in §26.315 of this title (relating to 

Requirements for Dominant Certificated Telecommunications Utilities (DCTUs)) to any OSP 

other than the local exchange company itself. 



_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 
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This agency hereby certifies that the rules, as adopted, have been reviewed by legal counsel and found 

to be a valid exercise of the agency's legal authority. It is therefore ordered by the Public Utility 

Commission of Texas that rules §26.311, relating to Information Relating to Operator Services; 

§26.313, relating to General Requirements Relating to Operator Services; §26.315, relating to 

Requirements for Dominant Certificated Telecommunications Utilities (DCTUs); §26.317, relating to 

Information to be Provided at the Telephone Set; §26.319, relating to Access to the Operator of a 

Local Exchange Company (LEC); and §26.321, relating to 9-1-1 Calls, "0-" Calls, and End User 

Choice, are hereby adopted with changes to the text as proposed. 

ISSUED IN AUSTIN, TEXAS ON THE 22nd DAY OF FEBRUARY 2000. 

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF TEXAS 

Chairman Pat Wood, III 

Commissioner Judy Walsh 

Commissioner Brett A. Perlman 
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